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 Washable filter Easier maintainabilityQuiet function Compact design

Air Curtain
The air curtain adopts cross flow blower to generate high speed air flow downward, that be installed upward side of the entrance 
door or window, to isolate the indoor air from the outdoor air and reduce the loss of indoor cool air, also prevent the insects and 
dust from entering the indoor environment.

Optimized cross-flow fan and good performance motor are adopted. 

Micro processor controlling with high reliability and long service life. 

Anti-corrosion thanks to two-side painted electro-galvanized metal case.

High quality galvanized steel casing with double-sided plastic spray processing, high anti-corrosion.

Good strength structure provides powerful airflow. 

Integrated electric components, easy maintenance.

High performance cross flow fan blade with 3D-optimized streamlined.

Working condition parameters
5~40

Item
Dry bulb temperature of inlet air ℃

FM-1.25-9-K FM-1.25-12-K
V/Hz 220-230/50

110
1200
59

900x215x193
1015x270x256

16/18
848
954

2.3~3
ZY611

220-230/50
140
1650
61

1200x215x193
1315x270x256

20/22
660
746

2.3~3
ZY611

W
m  /h  

 dB (A)
Outline mm

m

Package mm
kg

40‘GP set
set40’HQ

Dimension (W×D×H)

Net weight /Gross weight

Loading quantity

Setting height

Model 
Power supply
Power input
Air flow volume
Sound pressure level (H/L)

Standard Wired remote controller

3

Note: Gree reserves the right to modify the specifications without prior notice. Please confirm the final specifications with sales representatives.

Control System Lineup

Notes:
● means standard,   means optional.
*1 The pictures of unit and wireless remote controller please refer to the actual product. 
*2 If long-distance monitoring software Gree Eudemon 2009 is selected, the communication module ME30-17/E2(M) shall be selected also. 
     The selection shall refer to actual models.
*3 DQ34 including wired remote controller Z4E351B and Communicaition module ZJ0212, so if DQ34 is selected, the wired remote 
     controller Z54352A1 is not  necessary to select. ME30-17/E2(M) is not necessary also.

Wireless remote controller

Digital thermostat

Long-distance
monitoring
software

BMS
accessories

Other modules

YB1FA

Communication 
module

(modbus)

Optoelectronic
isolated converter

ZY611*1

Z54352A1

FE30-00/A(M )

ME30-17/E2(M)

RS232-RS422\485

RS-422\485

WK-110PA0

Control system

Product series Air curtain

DQ34*3

ZJ0212

Cassette type Wall mounted 
type

Floor ceiling
type

Optoelectronic 
isolated

signal multiplier

Mechanical FCU controller

Gree AC
Eudemon 2009*2

Luxury
WK-010PA-K
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